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Abstract—This paper puts forward a solution based on forward
error recovery, oriented towards providing dependability of com-
posed Web services. The proposed solution has no impact on the
autonomy of the individual Web services, while exploiting their
possible support for dependability (e.g., transactional support at
the level of each service). Our solution lies in system structuring in
terms of co-operative atomic actions that have a well-defined be-
haviour, both in the absence and in the presence of service failures.
More specifically, we define the notion of Web Service Composition
Action (WSCA) based on the Coordinated Atomic Action concept,
which allows structuring composite Web services in terms of de-
pendable actions. We then introduce a framework enabling the
development of composite Web services based on WSCAs, consist-
ing of an XML-based language for the specification of WSCAs and
a platform supporting the execution of WSCAs.
Index Terms— System fault tolerance, Web services composi-
tion, Error recovery, Exception handling, Nested atomic actions
I. INTRODUCTION
SYSTEMS that build upon the Web services architecture areexpected to become a major class of wide-area distributed
systems in the near future. The Web services architecture tar-
gets the development of applications based on XML-based stan-
dards, hence easing the development of distributed systems
through the dynamic integration of applications distributed over
the Internet, independently of their underlying platforms. How-
ever, the provision of effective support for the dependable inte-
gration of Web services is still an open issue, which has led to
tremendous research effort over the last couple of years, both in
industry and academia.
A. Composition of Web Services
Although the definition of the overall Web services archi-
tecture is still incomplete, the base standards have already
emerged from the W3C, which define a core middleware for
Web services, partly building upon results from object-based
and component-based middleware technologies. These stan-
dards relate to the specification of Web services and a support-
ing interaction protocol. Specification of Web services relies
on the WSDL (Web Services Description Language) [23] and
WSCL (Web Services Conversation Language) [25] declarative
languages. WSDL is used to specify: (i) a service’s abstract
interface that describes the messages exchanged with the ser-
vice, and (ii) the concrete binding information that contains
specific protocol-dependent details including the network end-
point address of the service. WSCL specifies the protocol in
terms of message exchanges that should be implemented for
correct interaction with the service (also referred to as con-
versations). SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) defines
a lightweight protocol for information exchange that sets the
rules of how to encode data in XML, and also includes con-
ventions for partly describing the invocation semantics (either
synchronous or asynchronous) as well as the SOAP mapping to
HTTP [22]. Complementary to the above core middleware for
the integration of Web services is UDDI (Universal Description,
Discovery and Integration); this specifies a registry for dynam-
ically locating and advertising Web services [19].
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Fig. 1. Web services and their composition
Composing Web services relates to dealing with the assem-
bly of existing components so as to deliver a new service out
of the components’ primitive services, given the corresponding
published interfaces (see Figure 1). Integration of Web services
is realised according to the specification of the overall process
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composing the Web services. Such a process may be speci-
fied as a graph (or process schema) over the set of composed
Web services, where the interactions with any one of them must
conform to their associated conversations. The specification of
such a graph may be: (i) automatically inferred from the spec-
ification of individual services as addressed in [17], (ii) dis-
tributed over the specification of the component Web services
as in the XL language [7], or (iii) given separately as under-
taken in [12], [2], [4], [6], [27]. The first approach is quite
attractive but restricts the composition patterns that may be ap-
plied, and cannot thus be used in general. The second approach
is the most general, introducing an XML-based programming
language. However, this limits the re-usability and evolution of
(possibly composite) Web services due to the strong coupling
of the specification of the composition process with that of the
composed services. The third approach directly supports reuse,
openness, and evolution of Web services by clearly distinguish-
ing the specification of component Web services (comprising
primitive components that are considered as black-box com-
ponents and/or inner composite components) from the speci-
fication of composition. Hence, although there is not yet a
consensus about the best approach for specifying composite
Web services, it may be anticipated that this will most likely
rely on the XML-based specification of a graph over Web ser-
vices that is decoupled from the specification of the composed
Web services. The main reasons that lead to this conclusion in-
clude compliance and complementarity with established W3C
standards (i.e., WSDL and WSCL), thus providing reusability,
openness and extensibility, but also the fact that it is the ap-
proach undertaken by most industrial consortia.
The process specifying the composition of Web services
must actually not solely define the functional behavior of the
process in terms of interactions with the composed services,
but also the process’s non functional properties, possibly ex-
ploiting middleware-related services (e.g, services relating to
WS-Security [15] for enforcing secure interaction). Various
non-functional properties (e.g., availability, extendibility, reli-
ability, openness, performance, security, scalability) should be
accounted for in the context of Web services. However, enforc-
ing dependability of composite Web services is one of the most
challenging issues due to the concern for supporting business
processes, combined with the fact that the composition process
deals with the assembly of loosely-coupled autonomous com-
ponents.
B. Dependability of Composite Web Services
In general, the choice of fault tolerance techniques to be ex-
ploited for the development of dependable systems depends
very much on the fault assumptions and on the system’s char-
acteristics and requirements. There are two main classes of
error recovery [11]: backward (based on rolling system com-
ponents back to the previous correct state) and forward er-
ror recovery (which involves transforming the system compo-
nents into any correct state). The former uses either diversely-
implemented software or simple retry; the latter is usually
application-specific and relies on an exception handling mech-
anism [5].
It is a widely-accepted fact that the most beneficial way of ap-
plying fault tolerance is by associating its measures with system
structuring units as this decreases system complexity and makes
it easier for developers to apply fault tolerance [20]. Structuring
units applied for both building distributed systems and provid-
ing their fault tolerance are well-known: they are distributed
transactions and atomic actions (also referred to as conversa-
tions but we will not use this term to avoid misunderstanding
while talking about WSCL). Distributed transactions [9] use
backward error recovery as the main fault tolerance measure
in order to satisfy completely or partially the ACID (atomicity,
consistency, isolation, durability) properties. Atomic actions
[3] allow programmers to apply both backward and forward er-
ror recovery. The latter relies on coordinated handling of action
exceptions that involves all action participants. Backward error
recovery has a limited applicability, and in spite of all its advan-
tages, modern systems are increasingly relying on forward error
recovery, which uses appropriate exception handling techniques
as a means [5]. Examples of such applications are complex sys-
tems involving human beings, COTS components, external de-
vices, several organizations, movement of goods, operations on
the environment, real-time systems that do not have time to go
back. Integrated Web services clearly falls into this category.
In general, Web services run on heterogeneous platforms,
owned by distinct entities, and are not aware of each other. Each
Web service has potentially different characteristics (e.g., trans-
actional supports, concurrency policies, access rights). More-
over, Web services can use different transport protocols (e.g.,
HTTP, SMTP) and interacting with them requires dealing with
limititations of the Internet such access latency, timeouts and
lost requests. These specifics of Web services require special
care in the design of supporting fault tolerance mechanisms,
which is the focus of our paper.
C. Contributions
In this paper, we put forward a solution based on forward
error recovery, for making composite Web services fault tol-
erant. The proposed solution has no impact on the autonomy
of the individual Web Services, while exploiting their possible
support for dependability (e.g., transaction support at the level
of each service). We define the notion of Web Service Com-
position Action (WSCA), which allows structuring composite
Web Services in terms of coordinated atomic actions that have a
well-defined behaviour, both in the absence and in the presence
of service failures. We then introduce a framework enabling
the development of composite Web Services based on WSCAs,
consisting of an XML-based language for the specification of
WSCAs and a platform supporting the execution of WSCAs.
Section II presents proposed fault tolerance mechanisms for
composite Web services, identifying limitations of mechanisms
based on backward error recovery. This leads us to introduce
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composition of Web services into fault tolerant functional units.
Section III then defines the XML-based WSCA Language (WS-
CAL) to be used for specifying Web services composition based
on WSCA, and Section IV introduces associated middleware,
which builds upon SOAP. Finally, Section V summarizes our
contribution, and discusses our current and future work.
II. FAULT TOLERANCE MECHANISMS FOR WEB SERVICES
Developing fault tolerant mechanisms for composite Web
services has been an active area of research over the last cou-
ple of years. Existing proposals mainly exploit backward error
recovery, and more specifically, transactions. However, the au-
tonomy of Web services and the Web latency has led to exploit
more flexible transactional models and forward error recovery
techniques.
A. Backward Error Recovery for the Web
Transactions have been proven successful in enforcing de-
pendability in closed distributed systems and are extensively
exploited for the implementation of primitive (non-composite)
Web services. However, transactions are not suited for making
the composition of Web services fault tolerant in general, for at
least two reasons. First, the management of transactions that are
distributed over Web services requires cooperation among the
transactional supports of individual Web services, which may
not be compliant with each other and may not be willing to do
so given their intrinsic autonomy and the fact that they span dif-
ferent administrative domains. Second, locking resources until
the termination of the embedding transaction is in general not
appropriate for Web services, still due to their autonomy, and
also to the fact that they potentially have a large number of con-
current clients that will not stand extensive delays.
Enhanced transactional models have been considered to alle-
viate the latter shortcoming. In particular, the split model (also
referred to as open-nested transactions) where transactions may
split into a number of concurrent sub-transactions that can com-
mit independently allows reduction of the latency due to lock-
ing. Typically, sub-transactions are matched to the transactions
already supported by Web services (e.g., transactional booking
offered by a service). Hence, transactions over composite ser-
vices do not increase the access latency as offered by the indi-
vidual services. Enforcing the atomicity property over a trans-
action that has been split into a number of sub-transactions then
requires using compensation over committed sub-transactions
in the case of transaction abortion. However, to support this,
Web services should provide compensating operations for all
the operations they offer. Such an issue is in particular ad-
dressed by the BPEL [12] and WSCI [25] languages for spec-
ifying composite services, which allow defining compensating
operations associated with the services’ operations. It is worth
noting that using compensation for aborting distributed transac-
tions must extend to all the participating Web services (i.e., cas-
cading compensation by analogy with cascading abort). Such
a concern is addressed in [16]. This paper introduces a mid-
dleware whose API may be exploited by clients of a composite
service for specifying and executing a (open-nested) transac-
tion over a set of Web services whose termination is dictated
by the outcomes of the transactional operations invoked on the
individual services.
In addition to client-side solutions to the coordination of dis-
tributed open-nested transactions, work is undertaken in the
area of distributed transaction protocols supporting the deploy-
ment of transactions over the Web, while not imposing long-
lived locks over Web resources. These include BTP (Busi-
ness Transaction Protocol) [18] and WS-Transaction [14]. The
BTP protocol introduces the notion of cohesion, which allows
non-ACID transactions to be defined by not requiring success-
ful termination of all the transaction’s participants for com-
mitting. WS-Transaction [14] defines a specialization of WS-
Coordination [13], which is an extensible framework for speci-
fying distributed protocols that coordinate the execution of Web
services, and that can be used in conjunction with BPEL. The
WS-Transaction protocol specifically serves coordinating the
execution of open-nested transactions over a set of activities,
through a coordinator activity. Should a coordinated activity be
compensated, the coordinator sends compensate messages to
all the participants involved in the activity. Then, each partici-
pant replies by sending back either a compensated or a faulted
message, depending on whether the required compensation op-
eration was successfully completed or not. However, there is no
requirement for an agreement on the outcome, and any partic-
ipant can leave the coordinated activity in which it is engaged,
prior to the termination of peer participants.
B. Forward Error Recovery for the Web
In addition to backward error recovery, forward error recov-
ery, using an exception handling mechanism is extensively ex-
ploited in the specifications of composite Web services in order
to handle error occurences. For instance, in BPEL, exception
handlers (referred to as fault handlers) can be associated to a
(possibly nested) activity so that when an error occurs inside an
activity, its execution terminates, and the corresponding excep-
tion handler is executed. However, when an activity is defined
as a concurrent process and at least one embedded activity sig-
nals an exception, all the embedded activities are terminated as
soon as one signaled exception is caught, and only the handler
for this specific exception is executed. Hence, error recovery
actually accounts for a single exception and thus cannot ensure
recovery of a correct state. The only case where correct state
recovery may be ensured is when the effect of all the aborted
activities are rolled back to a previous state, which may not be
supported in general, in the context of Web services, as dis-
cussed above. The shortcoming of BPEL actually applies to all
XML-based languages for Web services composition that inte-
grate support for specifying concurrent activities and exception
handling.
4A solution to the above issue lies in structuring the compo-
sition of Web services in terms of coordinated atomic actions.
The Coordinated Atomic Action (or CA action) concept [26]
is a unified scheme for coordinating complex concurrent activ-
ities and supporting error recovery between multiple interact-
ing components. Atomic actions are used to control coopera-
tive concurrency and to implement coordinated error recovery
whilst ACID transactions are used to maintain the consistency
of shared resources. A CA action is designed as a set of partic-
ipants cooperating inside it and a set of resources accessed by
them (see Figure 2). In the course of the action, participants can
access resources that have ACID properties. Action participants
either reach the end of the action and produce a normal outcome
or, if one or more exceptions are raised, they all are involved in
their coordinated handling1. If this handling is successful the
action completes normally, but if handling is not possible then
all responsibility for recovery is passed to the containing action
where an external action exception is propagated.
Transactions
exception
handling
coordinated exception
P1
P2
P3
Fig. 2. Coordinated Atomic Actions
CA actions provide a base structuring mechanism for de-
veloping fault tolerant composite Web services: a CA action
specifies the collaborative realization of a given function by
composed services, and Web services correspond to external
ressources. However, as for transactions, ACID properties over
external ressources are not suited in the case of Web services.
We therefore introduce the notion of Web Service Composition
Action (WSCA) that differs from CA actions in relaxing the
transactional requirements over external resources (which are
not suitable for wide-area open systems) and the introduction
of dynamic nesting of WSCAs (i.e., nested calls of WSCAs for
the sake of modularity).
Compared to the solutions that introduce transactional sup-
ports for composed Web services, ours mainly differs in that it
exploits forward error recovery at the composition level, while
enabling exploitation of transactional supports offered by indi-
vidual Web services – if available. Hence, the underlying pro-
tocol for interaction among Web services remains the one of
the Web service architecture (i.e., SOAP) and does not need to
be complemented with a distributed transaction protocol. Sim-
1If several exceptions have been raised concurrently they are resolved [3]
using a resolution tree imposing a partial order on all action exceptions, and the
participants handle the resolved exception
ilarly to our solution, the one of [16] does not require any new
protocol to support distributed open-nested transactions. An
open-nested transaction is declared on the client side by group-
ing transactions of the individual Web services, through call to a
dedicated function of the middleware running on the client. The
transaction then gets aborted by the middleware using compen-
sation operations offered by the individual Web services, ac-
cording to conditions set by the client over the outcomes of the
grouped transactions. Our solution is then more general since
we allow forward error recovery involving several services to
be specified at the composition level, enabling in particular to
integrate non-transactional Web services while still enforcing
dependability of the composite service.
III. WSCAL FOR THE ABSTRACT SPECIFICATION OF
DEPENDABLE WEB SERVICES COMPOSITION
This section introduces the WSCAL XML-based language
for the specification of composite Web services based on WS-
CAs, which allows generating corresponding implementation
of dependable composite Web services, as discussed in Section
IV. The specification of a WSCA-based composite Web service
subdivides into the specification of:
 The service interface: Abstract interface of composed
Web service, given in terms of WSDL2 and WSCL spec-
ifications, as for any Web service. As mentioned in the
previous section, the transactional supports of individual
services are exploited when available. The abstract inter-
face of any Web service is thus further characterized by the
service’s transactional behavior, in a way similar to exist-
ing solutions in the area (e.g., [16], [24]).
 The composition process: The Web service instance as-
sociated to a given composed service may be either stat-
ically set or dynamically retrieved according to the ser-
vice’s abstract specification3. WSCAs define the opera-
tions provided by the composite Web service. The defi-
nition of a WSCA specifies the standard and exceptional
behavior of the WSCA’s participants, including coopera-
tive exception handling.
The following sections illustrate the specification of a com-
posite Web service with WSCAL, using the Travel Agent case
study.
A. WSCA Example: The Travel Agency
We consider joint booking of accommodation and flights us-
ing separate hotel and airline Web services. Then, the com-
posed Web service’s operation is specified using WSCAs as
follows. The top-level TravelAgent WSCA comprises the User
and the Travel participants; the former interacts with the user
while the latter achieves joint booking according to the user’s
2The WSDL document includes concrete binding information only in the
case of static binding.
3For the sake of availability, we allow a participant to be bound to a set of
Web service instances implementing the service’s specification
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request through call to the WSCA that composes the Flight and
the Hotel participants. A diagrammatic specification of the WS-
CAs is shown in Figure 3.
book
request
User
Travel
Flight
Hotel
cancel
JointBooking WSCA
TravelAgent WSCA
reservation reservation
book
coordinated exception
handling involving the user
Airline WS
Hotel WSreservation
exception
retry
alternate
Fig. 3. WSCA for composing Web services
In TravelAgent, the User participant requests the Travel par-
ticipant to book a flight ticket and a hotel room for the duration
of the given stay. This leads the Travel participant to invoke
the JointBooking WSCA that composes the Hotel Web service
and the Airline Web service. The participants of the JointBook-
ing WSCA respectively requests for a hotel room and a flight
ticket, given the destination and departure and return dates pro-
vided by the user. Each request is subdivided into reservation
for the given period and subsequent booking if the reservation
succeeds. In the case where either the reservation or the book-
ing fails, the participant raises the unavailable exception that is
cooperatively handled at the level of the JointBooking WSCA
denoted by the greyed box in the figure. If both participants
signal the unavailable exception, then Travel signals the abort
exception so that the exception gets handled by TravelAgent in
a cooperation with the User (e.g., by choosing an alternative
date). If only one participant raises the unavailable exception,
cooperative exception handling includes an attempt by the other
participant to find an alternative booking. If this retry fails, the
booking that has succeeded is cancelled and the abort exception
is signaled to the calling TravelAgent WSCA for recovery with
user intervention.
B. Specifying Service Interfaces
The interface of a Web service is characterized by the mes-
sages exchanged with the Web service (as given by the WSDL
document) and the protocol of interactions assumed by the ser-
vice (as given by the WSCL document). The service interface
is further enriched with the characterization of the service trans-
actional behaviour.
The WCSA specification of interfaces of the TravelAgent
composite Web service and of the Hotel Web service is given
below.
<WS name=‘‘TAInterface’’>
<Interface hrefSchema=‘‘http://ta.com/TravelAgent.wsdl’’/>
<Conversation hrefSchema=‘‘http://ta.com/TravelAgent.wscl’’/>
</WS>
<WS name=‘‘HotelInterface’’>
<Interface hrefSchema=‘‘http://ta.com/Hotel.wsdl’’/>
<Conversation hrefSchema=‘‘http://ta.com/Hotel.wscl’’/>
<Transactional name=‘‘reservation’’
operation=‘‘reservation’’ compensate=‘‘cancel’’/>
<Transactional name=‘‘booking’’
operation=‘‘book’’ compensate=‘‘cancel’’/>
</WS>
The embedded Interface element gives the URI of the re-
lated WSDL document (limited to the abstract part) and the
Conversation element gives the URI of the related WSCL docu-
ment. The latter is optional although it is advisable to provide it
for more rigorous specification of services, allowing in particu-
lar enforcing a consistent interaction protocol with the service.
Note that the abstract definition of the interfaces of the Web
service operations given in a WSDL document includes the ex-
ceptions that may be signaled by the operations through the
wsdl:fault element [23]. The optional Transactional element
further serves specifying the transactional behaviour of the Web
service. In a first step, we consider only support for open-nested
transactions through compensation, which we view as the most
common in the context of Web services. The Transactional
element thus defines a transactional operation (operation at-
tribute) whose execution can be compensated, together with the
corresponding compensation operation (compensate attribute),
both operations being defined in the WSDL document associ-
ated with the service. In the example, the Web services that are
composed support open-nested transactions for the reservation
and book operations, through the compensating cancel opera-
tions (see embedded definition of Transactional). Note that we
assume that executing the compensation operation for an opera-
tion Op leads to cancelling the effect of executing Op (consider-
ing though that the effect of executing Op may have been exter-
nally observed before the compensate took place). We realize
that this cannot be assumed in general (e.g., cancelling booking
may lead the consumer to pay penalty fees) and it is part of our
future work to extend WSCAL with the precise specification of
the transactional behaviour of Web services.
C. Specifying Composite Services
The specification of a composite Web service is given by the
WSC element, which includes:
 The service’s interface through the Abstract element that
refers to the corresponding WS element defined in the
given WSCAL document.
 The exception resolution tree defined by the Exception-
Tree element that refers to the corresponding XML doc-
ument. It is used to resolve the exceptions that are con-
currently raised within WSCAs into a single exception, as
supported by CA actions.
 The composed Web services as defined by the Services
element.
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 The behaviour of the supported operations, which are
WSCAs, as defined by the WSCA element.
A sample of the WSC element specifying the behaviour of
the TravelAgent composite service is given below, which di-
rectly follows from the informal presentation of Section III-A.
The service in particular offers the JointBooking WSCA that
coordinates booking over the Hotel and Airline Web services,
for which a single instance is dynamically retrieved upon invo-
cation of the WSCA (see definition of Services).
<WSC name=‘‘TravelAgentService’’>
<Abstract hrefSchema=‘‘http://ta.com/TAInterface.wscal’’/>
<ExceptionTree hrefSchema=‘‘http://ta.com/TAExcepTree.xml’’/>
<Services>
<Service name=‘‘UserBrowser’’>
<Definition hrefSchema=‘‘http://ta.com/TAUser.wscal’’/>
<StaticService Instance=‘‘http://ta.com/Client.wsdl’’/>
</Service>
<Service name=‘‘FlightService’’>
<Definition hrefSchema=‘‘http://ta.com/Flight.wscal’’/>
<DynamicService onCall=true multiple=true />
</Service>
<Service name=‘‘HotelService’’>
<Definition hrefSchema=‘‘http://ta.com/Hotel.wscal’’/>
<DynamicService onCall=true multiple=true />
</Service>
</Services>
The definition of the Services element amounts to specifying
the Web services that are composed. Each such Web service
is defined using the Service element and is partly character-
ized by the Definition element that refers to the WSCAL docu-
ment defining the corresponding WS element. In addition, each
service may be statically bound to a specific service instance
(as defined by the StaticService element) and/or dynamically
bound to an instance matching the abstract definition of the ser-
vice interface that is given by the corresponding Definition at-
tribute (as defined by the DynamicService element). In the for-
mer case, concrete binding information is provided through the
WSDL document associated with the service’s instance (i.e.,
the Instance attribute), which must match the definition of the
service’s abstract interface (i.e., matching of the abstract parts
of the respective WSDL documents, which is currently defined
as syntactic matching). In the latter case, a matching service
instance is located at runtime using a location service such as a
UDDI service instance. Dynamic binding of participants with
associated Web services may take place either upon invocation
of the service’s WSCAs or upon instantiation of the composite
Web service, according to the value of the onCall boolean at-
tribute of the given participant. For instance, notice that in the
case of dynamic binding at call-time and nested calls of WS-
CAs, the Web service is dynamically located, upon the invoca-
tion of the top-most WSCA that first involves the corresponding
service. Finally, we allow each service to be bound to a set of
instances matching the specification of the associated service
rather than a single instance for the sake of availability; this is
specified using the multiple boolean attribute in the Dynamic-
Service element and by stating as many instances as required in
the StaticService element.
D. Specifying WSCA Behaviour
The definition of a WSCA specifies the behaviour of each
of its participants, which interact with some of the composite
services. The behaviour of a WSCA participant is defined as a
process, through classical statements. The specifics of WSCAL
comes from structuring the operations provided by composite
Web services as WSCAs that coordinate the execution of Web
services operations with respect to failure occurrences, in par-
ticular introducing the specification of coordinated exception
handling. More precisely, the definition of the WSCA element
embeds a sequence of ParticipantWSCA elements, each speci-
fying the behaviour of a participant, and the operation attribute
that gives the name of the operation of the embedding compos-
ite Web service that is being specified among the one given in
the associated WS definition.
A sample of the ParticipantWSCA element specifying the
Hotel participants behavior is given below. Flight participants
behavior is not detailed as it is similar to the Hotel participant.
Coordinated booking is achieved as discussed in Section III-
A, exploiting in particular open-nested transactions of partici-
pating Web services. The two participants of the JointBooking
WSCA have similar behaviour. The participant first invokes the
reservation operation of the Web service to which it is bound
and then books the proposed selection –if any– through call to
book. Otherwise, the unavailable exception is raised by the
reservation operation, leading to retry an alternative reservation,
and ultimately propagating the unavailable exception for coop-
erative handling at the level of the WSCA. Finally, cooperative
handling of unavailable by the WSCA amounts to cancelling
the performed booking by the peer participant –if any.
<WSCA name=‘‘JointBooking’’ operation=‘‘HABooking’’>
<ParticipantWSCA name=‘‘hotel’’>
<Bind service=‘‘HotelService’’/>
<Input ... />
<Output ... />
<Fault name=‘‘unavailable’’ message=‘‘unavailableMsg’’/>
<State> Not detailed </State>
<Behavior>
<Standard>
<Try>
<Comment text=‘‘Try reserve a room’’/>
<Call service=‘‘HotelService’’ operation=‘‘reservation’’
input = ‘‘...’’ output = ‘‘...’’/>
<Comment text=‘‘book the room that was found’’/>
<Call service=‘‘HotelService’’ operation=‘‘book’’
input = ‘‘...’’ output = ‘‘...’’/>
<Comment text=‘‘Return booking information’’/>
<Return element=‘‘...’’/>
<Exceptional handles=‘‘unavailable’’>
(Local handling)
Retry booking, propagates unavailable
to all participants
(for coordinated error recovery) otherwise
</Exceptional>
</Try>
</Standard>
<Exceptional handles=‘‘unavailable’’>
Coordinated error recovery
Compensate action, signal unavailable
to calling action otherwise
</Exceptional>
</Behavior>
</ParticipantWSCA>
...
</WSCA>
7The specification of any WSCA participant amounts to defin-
ing:
 The services with which the WSCA participant interacts
through the Bind element that gives the name of the ser-
vices among those defined in the Services element of the
embedding WSC element. Note that the element is op-
tional since a participant may actually be introduced for
processing results of nested WSCAs as illustrated by the
Travel participant of the TravelAgent WSCA introduced in
Section III-A.
 Parts of the messages associated with the WSCA that are
relevant to the specific participant, which is defined using
the Input, Output and Fault elements. The two first ele-
ments are subset of the corresponding elements within the
definition of the operation implemented by the WSCA that
is given in the associated WSDL document. In addition,
the union of the Output elements defined in the WSCA’s
participants must be equal to the Output element defin-
ing the result of the related operation. Finally, the Fault
elements define the exceptions that may be raised by the
participants, which require cooperative exception handling
and get composed with the exceptions concurrently raised
by peer participants using the exceptionTree attribute.
 The local state of the specific participant through the State
element that defines the local variables.
 The behaviour of the specific participant using the Behav-
ior element. The participant behaviour subdivides into the
participant’s standard and exceptional behaviour (as de-
fined by the Standard and Exceptional elements). Each
such behaviour is defined as a process using classical state-
ments, including in particular interaction with the Web ser-
vice instance(s) associated with the participant, message
exchanges with peer participants and exception handling.
The exceptional behaviour of the participant actually de-
fines the handlers associated with the exceptions that need
coordinated exception handling, as identified using the Ex-
ceptionTree element and the fault elements associated with
the WSCA’s participants. The specific exception that is be-
ing handled by a given handler is identified by the handles
attribute, which must name an exception of the subtree of
the ExceptionTree element that encompasses all the excep-
tions raised by the WSCA’s participants.
WSCAL statements are quite similar to the ones introduced
by XML-based languages for the specification of composite
services. We more specifically base the definition of WSCAL
on the CSP language [10] for the base statements, providing
a sound basis towards reasoning about WSCAL specifications.
We thus detail here only the statements that are specific to Web
services composition, i.e., handling of interactions with partici-
pants and Web services, and of exceptions. The Call statement
allows specifying (synchronous) operation calls where the in-
voked operation may be either local to the embedding compos-
ite Web service (i.e., local WSCA) or provided by the Web ser-
vices to which the participant is bound (which may be a WSCA
if the service is itself composite). The Return statement is the
dual statement allowing specifying the message to be returned
as partial result of the embedded operations, which is to be
merged with the results returned by peer participants. The Send
statement allows specifying the sending of a message to a peer
participant or Web service whose dual reception may be ex-
pressed using either the blocking Wait or the non-blocking on-
Input statement. Finally, the Raise statement allows signaling
an exception whose handling is specified using the traditional
Try statement for defining exception handling scopes. The par-
ticipant ultimately raises the exception if it is not handled lo-
cally, leading to coordinated exception handling, as supported
by WSCAs.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Execution of the composite services may be realized by a
centralized service provider or through peer-to-peer interac-
tions [1]. The latter approach that is in particular supported
by the Self-Serv platform [6] is a priori more scalable due to its
decentralized nature. However, this requires installing specific
components on the sites hosting the participating component
Web services, which cannot be enforced in general. In addi-
tion, scalability issues in the case of centralized execution of
the composite service provider only arise if the number of com-
posed services is quite high, which is not expected to be the
common case. Centralized execution of composite services im-
plies a potential availability problem, which is not much a con-
cern since it can be quite easily solved through replication of the
service provider. We undertake then the centralized approach,
as it does not require any additional support from the Web ser-
vices that are composed. A composite Web service matching
a given WSCAL specification may then be either implemented
by the developer or generated from the specification, depend-
ing on the specific environment in which the service is to be
deployed and the complexity of the service. The complexity
of the service in particular comes from internal state manage-
ment in the case of a stateful service, which is abstracted in
WSCAL due to the focus on Web services interactions. In the
context of our work, we are more specifically interested in the
generation of stateless composite services from WSCAL spec-
ification, including the integration of adequate support for in-
creased performances. This section concentrates on the design
of base support for generating composite Web services, while
it is part of our future work to further develop runtime support
for enhanced quality of service. Prior to introducing the design
of composite Web services generation, we first recall the base
runtime support associated with Web services.
A. Base Runtime Support for Web Services
The essential role of the base runtime support (referred to as
middleware in the following) for Web services is to deploy and
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undeploy services, and to manage the messages and Remote
Procedure Calls (RPCs) to (i.e., the calls) and from (i.e., the
replies to calls) its deployed services. The middleware is based
on SOAP-RPC with HTTP as binding protocol. This specifi-
cation requires a container able to receive requests and send
replies using the HTTP protocol. Moreover, the SOAP-RPC
specification defines XML as the protocol to code data sent in-
side HTTP messages. Thus, the middleware must also include
an XML-parser to translate received messages, execute object
method calls, build replies for clients, and possibly generate
fault messages.
B. Generating Web Services from WSCAL Specification
Given base middleware for running Web services, supporting
the generation of composite Web services from WSCAL speci-
fication amounts to (see Figure 4):
 Generating the service implementation to be run over the
local runtime support.
 Enriching the base middleware for Web services so as to
support the functionalities introduced by WSCAL, i.e., dy-
namic binding with Web services and WSCAs.
WSCAL Spec
WSDL
WSCL
Composition
implementation
generation
Web Services
Registry
Execution
Design & Implementation
Java-based
composite
Web Service
Base WS
Middleware
deployment
Local
Runtime
SOAP
HTTP
TCP
WSCA
support
JVM
Discoverypublish
locate
Application
Fig. 4. WSCA design, implementation and execution
We are more specifically concentrating on the generation of
Java-based services, although our solution applies as well to
other platforms. Generating Java implementation of a com-
posite service from WSCA specification is quite direct. First,
Java stub and a skeleton associated with the invocation of
Web services’ operations may be generated from the corre-
sponding WSDL specification, using existing tools such as the
WSDL2Java compiler. Then, the translation of WSCAL state-
ments into Java relies on dedicated runtime support for WSCAs
and dynamic binding with Web services.
Support for dynamic bindings amounts to offering a registry-
based location Web service for advertising and locating Web
services. Such a facility is already supported by UDDI. How-
ever, in our context, instances of Web services should be re-
trieved with respect to the WSCAL specification of the ser-
vice interfaces, i.e., taking into account the WSCL specifica-
tion and transactional behaviour of the service. We are thus
designing an extension to UDDI-based services for offering a
lookup operation that implements specification matching with
respect to WSCAL specification of service interfaces. We are
more specifically interested in defining a behavioural specifi-
cation matching relationship that allows retrieving any service
instance whose behaviour refines the one of the target service
from the standpoint of supported conversation and transactional
behaviour. Alternatively, Web services instances may be re-
trieved from their WSDL specification only, assuming that such
services do not offer transactional operations. In addition, cor-
rectness of the interactions with the Web service with respect
to conversations assumed by the service’s implementation can-
not be enforced, possibly leading the Web service to raise ex-
ceptions to its caller (i.e., WSCA participant in our context).
Finally, note that by advertising the WSCA specification of a
composite Web service through location services, service in-
stances may be deployed in any environment integrating the
above support for service generation.
C. Java-based Runtime Support for WSCAs
There is a number of Java and Ada implementations of CA
actions developed for different platforms, environments and ap-
plications. Each of them typically offers a set of re-usable
classes or patterns for the application programmers to apply
while employing CA actions and a runtime support built on
the top of a language runtime (sometimes combined with a dis-
tributed communication feature – e.g. with RMI for some Java
implementations). A complete RMI Java framework was devel-
oped several years ago [28] and since then it has been applied in
a number of industry-oriented case studies. It offers a number
of classes (for defining actions, action participants, exception
handlers) and a runtime support in a form of the action man-
ager object. Recently it has been used for a preliminary experi-
mental work on implementing a prototype Travel Agent system
[21]. In the course of this work it was extended to allow for a
special type of action composition based on action participant
forking/joining (which we extensively use in WSCA). A Java-
based local runtime support for WSCA is under development
now. It is built as an adaptation of this extended CA action Java
framework. The resulting product is a set of Java classes that
can be used either while generating the Java application code or
manually by a programmer.
V. CONCLUSION
Web services are expected to become a major class of sys-
tems of systems in the near future. This paper has introduced
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our work towards supporting the development of dependable
systems of systems in the context of the Web service architec-
ture. Our approach primarily lies in the WSCAL XML-based
language for the abstract specification of the dependable com-
position of Web services, which builds upon the CA actions
concept for enforcing dependability. We have further intro-
duced a base design of a middleware support for the automatic
generation of composite Web services from their WSCAL spec-
ification.
We are currently implementing a base middleware support
for WSCAs. The middleware includes the generation of com-
posite Web services from WSCAL specification and a service
for locating Web services that implements behavioral specifi-
cation matching. In addition, we target development of related
middleware supports for improving the overall quality of com-
posite Web services. We are in particular interested in devel-
oping a specialized caching support intended for reducing the
response time, the approach proven to be successful in the Web.
We are further working on the formal specification of WS-
CAL for enabling rigorous reasoning about the behavior of
composite Web services regarding both the correctness of the
composition and offered dependability properties. The specifi-
cation of composite Web services using WSCAL allows carry-
ing out a number of analyses with respect to the correctness and
the dependable behavior of composite services. Except classi-
cal static type checking, the correctness of the composite ser-
vice may be checked statically with respect to the usage of in-
dividual services: the pattern of interactions with a Web service
of any WSCA participant must conform with the WSCL specifi-
cation of the Web service. Conformance with the WSCL speci-
fication may be automatically ensured through model checking,
using e.g., CSP and associated FDR tool [8] where the trans-
lation of WSCAL processes into CSP is quite straightforward
given the definition of WSCAL. In general, powerful behavioral
analyses of composite services may be achieved through trans-
lation of the WSCAL specifications into CSP. In addition, the
same specification can be used for implementing executable as-
sertions to check the composite service behaviour online. Rea-
soning about the dependable behaviour of composite Web ser-
vices lies in the precise characterization of the dependability
properties that hold over the states of the individual Web ser-
vices after the execution of WSCAs. We are in particular in-
terested in the specification of properties relating to the relaxed
form of atomicity that is introduced by the exploitation of open-
nested transactions within WSCA.
As discussed in Section II, there is extensive research work
that is ongoing towards supporting the development of depend-
able composite Web services, relying on the XML-based ab-
stract specification of Web services and of their composition,
and on the transactional supports for composite Web services.
Our contribution primarily comes from relying on forward er-
ror recovery instead of backward error recovery for specifying
the behavior of composite Web services in the presence of fail-
ures. Forward error recovery is further specified in terms of
co-operative actions, building upon the CA actions concept.
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